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With more than 19 million copies in print worldwide, the best-selling phenomenon continues with
fabulous all new recipes for healthy, deliciousSouth Beach Diet-friendly entertainingThe famed
Miami Beach cardiologist who has helped millions of people worldwide to lose weight and eat
healthier with his best-selling South Beach Diet books now addresses the special challenge that
can undermine anyone's willpower--the irresistible lure of diet-busting dishes at festive
occasions.As the more than 20 menus and 150 easy, all-new recipes in this cookbook prove,
there's no need to give up favorite holiday and party dishes to stay on the South Beach Diet. Dr.
Agatston explains that healthy entertaining is not a matter of deprivation, but of "simply making
as many good choices as possible." His new book provides those choices, putting a healthy
twist on favorite entertaining meals for every occasion, whether it's a family Christimas Eve
dinner, a Thanksgiving feast, a Passover seder, a football fest in front of the TV, or a backyard
barbeque with the neighbors. Readers will also find:• practical tips and helpful (and healthful)
hints throughout--including make-ahead suggestions, ideas for nonalcoholic cocktails
(mocktails), ways to use leftovers, and more• 55 full-page color photographs that illustrate the
finished dishes along with ideas for stylish table settings and centerpieces

About the AuthorArthur Agatston, M.D., is a preventive cardiologist and associate professor of
medicine at the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine. In 1995, Dr. Agatston developed
the South Beach Diet to help his cardiac and diabetes patients improve their blood chemistries
and lose weight. Since then, his book The South Beach Diet and its companion titles have sold
more than 22 million copies. Dr. Agatston has published more than 100 scientific articles and
abstracts in medical journals, and recently he received the prestigious Alpha Omega Award from
New York University Medical Center for outstanding achievement in the medical profession. He
lives in Miami Beach with his wife, Sari.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Healthy Entertaining on the South Beach Diet You may think that you have to shop and
cook differently than you usually do on the South Beach Diet in order to throw a memorable
party. But just the opposite is true. As you prepare the recipes in this book, you'll realize that
making dishes for special occasions means using the same nutritious ingredients that you
choose on a day-to-day basis. From tantalizing appetizers to sumptuous desserts, you'll be
producing fantastic, healthy meals that will remain in your entertaining repertoire for years to
come. In fact, if you love to cook classic dishes for festive occasions, you'll find yourself
continually turning to this book. Our Christmas Day menu, for example, features a
mouthwatering Crown Roast of Pork served with Apple- Onion Chutney, tender Braised Red
Cabbage, and nutty Green Beans Amandine (see pages 217 to 231). Our healthy Easter menu
puts a lemony Spring Quinoa Salad alongside a traditional Herb and Garlic Roasted Leg of



Lamb (see pages 145 to 153). And for the Fourth of July, there are fantastic Firecracker Cheddar
Burgers (page 179) made with lean ground beef and reduced-fat cheese. And who could throw
a Super Bowl party without a great chili or have Thanksgiving without turkey, stuffing, and
pumpkin pie? We've updated these must-haves without ever compromising taste. So, when you
host your South Beach Diet Super Bowl Bash, you'll serve a hearty Pork and Poblano Chili (page
56) made with a lean cut of meat and loads of nutritious, fiber-rich vegetables and beans. And
for Thanksgiving, you'll make a Pumpkin Pie (page 194) that has all the creamy sweetness and
spice you'd expect, plus a delicate, buttery-tasting phyllo crust in place of one made with white
flour, sugar, and butter. We've also included plenty of dishes in every menu for vegetarian
guests, as well as recipes that will appeal to kids. And to complement some of the meals, we've
come up with some unique mocktails-thirst-quenching, nonalcoholic drinks like Pomegranate
Punch (page 123) and Mint-Ginger Spritzers (page 153)-that can be used interchangeably from
one party to another. Finally, no party or holiday meal would be complete without dessert: Your
guests expect it, and of course you'll want to enjoy a few bites yourself. For this reason, we've
continued to use the healthiest ingredients to make all the desserts in this book. We've included
old favorites, like a warm Blueberry Cobbler (page 87) for our Backyard Grill Fest, as well as new
ideas like refreshing Lemon-Thyme Ices (page 175) for Mother's Day and some adorable mini
Boy or Girl Angel Cakes (page 41) that are perfect for a baby shower. Bottom line: By using the
healthy foods and cooking techniques we recommend throughout this book, you will be able to
enjoy your South Beach Diet lifestyle at any party you throw. And as an added bonus, you'll feel
better knowing that you're staying healthy. How to Use This Book Before you jump in and start
cooking, there are a few things we want you to know about the organization of this book and its
special features. We've divided the book into two main sections. The first part features 10 festive
parties, ranging from a Phase 1 Kickoff to celebrate your new lifestyle (and ideally help some
friends start the diet, too) to a Rite of Passage Party to ring in a milestone event. Some of the
parties are seasonal, like the Super Bowl Bash, and others, like the Family Buffet, can be held at
anytime of the year. Many of the parties can easily be adapted to suit a wide variety of
occasions. For example, you can host the Hors d'Oeuvres for a Crowd party to celebrate a new
job or an engagement or throw the Backyard Grill Fest or Weekend Brunch for a birthday or
graduation party. The Baby Shower can be easily modified to fit a wedding shower. The second
part of the book features 11 holidays that fall throughout the year, from New Year's Day to
Christmas Day. We've included traditional occasions, such as Passover, Easter, Cinco de Mayo,
and Thanksgiving, as well as menus for other celebrations like Valentine's Day and Mother's
Day. On the opening page for each party and holiday, you'll find a Game Plan-a quick reference
tool that helps you get and stay organized. It lets you see at a glance which dishes can be
prepared ahead and reminds you when to order special items in advance, like the crown roast of
pork for Christmas. The Game Plans start as early as a month ahead (when certain dishes can
be prepared and frozen) and lead you right up to what has to be done on the day of the party.
Remember that you don't have to follow the Game Plans or the full menu for any event. Set up a



schedule that works best for you, and leave out a soup course or an appetizer if time is tight or if
you prefer to make less food. Each of the Game Plans works in tandem with the Make-Ahead
instructions that appear beneath most of the recipes in this book. If you're following all or part of
the Game Plan, you'll want to look to the Make-Ahead information for specific details. For
example, if you choose to prepare the Chicken Cassoulet (page 73) ahead of time for the French
Bistro Party, you'll turn to its Make-Ahead information for instructions on how to store the dish
once it's cooked and how to reheat it on party day. And to help you plan ahead even further,
we've also provided prep and cook times with each recipe. While many of the recipes can be
done on the day of the party, others may involve freezing or overnight marinating or a special
technique that might require a little extra effort. You'll want to pay attention to these times as you
plan your menus. In addition, each recipe is marked with the appropriate phase. If you're on
Phase 1 and want to throw one of the parties that include Phase 2 and Phase 3 dishes, you can
substitute Phase 1 dishes from other menus to create your own Phase 1 party. Of course, if
you're on Phase 2 or Phase 3, you can prepare the Phase 1 recipes anytime. Following each
recipe, you'll find "Nutrition at a Glance." This breakdown will give you the calories, total fat and
saturated fat, protein, carbohydrate, cholesterol, and fiber in an individual serving, and it can
also help you keep track of sodium, if it's a concern. Remember, this is a special-occasion
cookbook, so you'll intentionally be preparing more food than you normally do for an average
meal on an average day. In fact, many of the recipes do provide seconds for those guests who
might want an extra serving. And some menus may feature more than one entrée or more than
one dessert so you can easily feed a crowd. For every recipe, we've indicated the number of
servings and serving sizes (for example, 3 canapés, 1 cookie, 1 cup soup) where useful, to help
guide you as you make these nutritious dishes. Planning a Great South Beach Diet Party From
the time you make the decision to host a party to the moment you see your last guest out the
door, there are all kinds of things to consider. (See our "Checklist for Success" on pages 8 and
9.) Each party you give will have its own special flair, but you'll find these general pointers useful,
too. First decide what type of party you want to have and how many people you'd like to include.
Our parties and holidays range in size from 2 guests to 12, but you can easily scale them up or
down for larger or smaller groups. Just double or triple the recipes to accommodate more people
or cut the recipes by half if you invite fewer guests. Think about what kind of atmosphere your
home has or what feeling you want to create. Will your party be formal or laid-back? Held
indoors or out? Be an afternoon or an evening event? Choose a serving style. For example, the
Rite of Passage Party and New Year's Day Open House work particularly well as buffet-style
events. The Easter Gathering and Thanksgiving can be served family-style. And the Valentine's
Day Dinner for 2 and Mother's Day Luncheon make more intimate meals. There's plenty of
flexibility here, so decide what works best for you. Consider who's coming. Is your party just for
adults, or will there be children invited, too? Our Fourth of July Revel and Family Buffet include a
lot of kid-friendly food choices, while the French Bistro Party pleases more sophisticated palates.
Pick a theme. Cinco de Mayo is a fun one to try. You can enhance the theme of a party like this



by making maraca-shaped invitations, playing Mexican music, or having guests swing at a piÃ
±ata. The Super Bowl Bash and Fourth of July Revel also make great theme-oriented occasions.
Enjoying Party Day the South Beach Diet Way You've planned, sent invites, shopped, and
cooked. Now party day is finally here. You may be feeling a little stressed, but you don't have to
be. The following suggestions can help you stay energized and worry-free before, during, and
after the event. Don't change your normal eating routine. As mentioned earlier, on the days
leading up to the party, and especially on the day of, stick to whatever phase of the diet you're on
and make sure to eat breakfast, lunch, and healthy snacks. This way, you won't be hungry while
you're preparing the party food, and when the party starts, you won't be -famished. Keep
yourself hydrated. While you don't need to keep an exact count of how many glasses of water
you consume on a daily basis, being well hydrated will help you stay energized and combat
headaches and fatigue-two things you want to avoid on party day. Drink water when you feel
thirsty and remember that fruits, vegetables, and milk contribute to your water intake. Schedule
time for exercise. Getting some exercise decreases stress and increases energy. When you
exercise, your body releases feel-good hormones called endorphins, which help relieve stress
and keep your blood sugar levels stable so that you don't get cravings. If it's too hard to work in
an aerobics, Pilates, or yoga class on party day, take a brisk walk or go for a bike ride or a swim.
Enlist friends to help. We all have friends or family members who want to aid with party and
holiday meals. Saying yes to a little assistance is a great way to reduce stress. Have your
volunteers arrive early to prep a dish or two, arrange flowers, or get the table set. And when the
party's over, commandeer some help for the cleanup, too. Enjoy some wine. If you like wine,
have a glass once you've had an hors d'oeuvre or two or during your meal. Having food in your
system when you drink slows the absorption of alcohol into your bloodstream and helps keep
your blood sugar levels steady. A glass or two of either red or white wine is fine. Avoid beer
(except for the occasional light beer), high-sugar types of alcohol, such as apertifs and ice
wines, and mixed drinks. Delight in dessert. Special occasions and dessert go hand in hand. If
you like sweets, cut yourself a small piece of cake or select a cookie. Savor the dessert slowly,
taking breaks between small bites. Or try the "Three- Bite Rule": Take three bites and then put
the dessert aside for a few minutes; most likely you won't come back to it. Do this often enough
and you'll discover that just a few tastes of a great dessert can be very satisfying. Love the
leftovers. The healthy leftovers you might have after a South Beach Diet party can be a blessing
after all that cooking! Wrap extras in single portions to freeze and eat later in the week or wrap
and send items home with your guests as a reminder of a great occasion. Now Think of Your
Own Reasons to Celebrate! As this book shows, life itself offers an endless array of entertaining
opportunities. But who really needs a special reason to celebrate when simply bringing friends
and family together for a great meal can be reason enough? Turn to this cookbook again and
again as you bring the many festivities of each year into your home. And, as each occasion
arrives, savor every moment as you enjoy the healthy choices of your South Beach Diet lifestyle.
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Richard of Connecticut, “FINALLY - SOMEBODY GETS IT RIGHT. Let me sum up this book in
one word - FABULOUS. Dr. Agatston gets it RIGHT, and no body else has come close. The
amount of incorrect information that millions of Americans are receiving about heart disease
from the mass media is shocking. Very few people are doing more than ten percent of what they
need to do to prevent falling victim to this COMPLETELY PREVENTABLE DISEASE.Most
readers will read Dr. Agatston's book because he is the author of the wildly popular South Beach
Diet, but this is a great standalone book. This is the book that the good Doctor could have
written first, because he is a MASTER of heart disease. He is the creator of the Agatston scoring
system, which is utilized when one has a heart scan.Maybe you haven't heard of a heart scan?
Dr. Agatston talks about the new heart scanners that are available in his book. The modern heart
scan which is non invasive, and takes only a couple of minutes to perform is the device that will
probably revolutionize heart disease care in the next ten years. At the same time very few
doctors in the United States are recommending that their patients get a heart scan.The reason is
that doctors, like most of us are creatures of habit. They are also employing a business model
that they don't want to change. Read Dr. Agatston's book, and you will realize that only through a
painless, quick heart scan can you detect if you truly have heart disease. Oh yes, you can also
detect heart disease through an $8,000 angiogram, but no insurance company will pick that up
unless you have SYMPTOMS. You don't want to wait to have heart symptoms before confirming
you have heart disease.One more thing you need to know and the book is clear on this point. If
you have successfully passed a treadmill test, you could STILL have heart disease that is about
to deliver a massive heart attack to you. The reason is that most doctors still hold to a "Plumbers
view" of heart disease learned in medical school.They believe incorrectly that heart disease is a
gradual build-up of a blockage(s) until the blockage completely blocks off the artery, and a heart
attack ensues. We know now that this is only true for a minority of heart attacks. The treadmill
test can only pick up blockages of 70% or more. The vast majority of heart attacks are resulting
from blockages of 15% to 25%. These blockages have soft fibrous caps that suddenly ERUPT. A
blood clot forms, and SCABS OVER the eruption, blocking the passageway, and BINGO, you
have a massive heart attack.Most doctors do not understand this modern theory of heart
disease, which is about 4 years old. They are still adhering to the plumbers' model, ordering
treadmill a test, when they should be ordering heart scans. When you then pass the treadmill
test because you don't have a 70% blockage anywhere in your system, they pronounce you fit
and send you home with flying colors. Meanwhile, you could have scores of 15% or 20%
blockages, be a walking time bomb, and no one is intervening.Dr. Agatston also does a fabulous
job at clarifying the issue of Cholesterol. This chemical is vital to living. Our cells could not live
without Cholesterol. The problem is that our bodies get too much Cholesterol with the modern
diet. Our evolution is still based on the nomadic existence of millions of years of living in warm
climates, with tall grasses, and a hunter, gatherer's instincts. Our modern diet produces, and



allows us to inject way more Cholesterol than we need to live.What the Doctor does so well is tell
you that it's not your Cholesterol SCORE that matters, but your Cholesterol SIZE that matters.
It's also the type of Cholesterol that you have that matters. As they said about Godzilla, SIZE
DOES MATTER. Dr. Agatston understands and explains the importance of the different types of
Cholesterol particles. Once you GET IT, it will radically change your understanding of what you
have to do. There are good types and bad types of Cholesterol and it's all covered in an easy to
understand manner.Most doctors when they test you will not specify PARTICLE SIZE and TYPE.
Your test comes back with a Total Cholesterol number, and you think you're home free. In reality
you might have progressive heart disease. It's all in the book, and if you even think you have a
remote possibility of heart disease, you need to be AWARE of these ideas.When you are dealing
with heart disease, the patient needs to be INFORMED. An informed patient gets better care
and better outcomes than a patient that says to the doctor FIX ME. There are also those patients
who don't want to know about their disease, and that's not the way to go.I have read Dr.
Agatston's book thoroughly, and have compared it to just about everything else on the market
that's out there. It compares very favorably. He's a good writer, and the book was not ghost
written for him. There are a number of books on this subject where the big guy on the cover is
NOT writing the book. Medical residents, and research associates are writing them. Is this
necessarily bad?If you are paying for a big name doctor to write a heart book, you want the big
name doctor to have written that book. Do you want to read a book by a famous doctor on the
cover, who than has a 27-year-old resident write it for him, or do you want to read the REAL
THING? The South Beach Diet Program is the real thing, written by the real guy. Good luck, and
get that heart scan.Richard Stoyeck”

Ebook Library Reader, “A Lifesaver. I bought this book a month or so ago. No book (even the
South Beach Diet book) has had more impact on my life, than this one. First, it made me stop
and think of the abuse I have been inflicting on my body for so many years. Second, scared me
into doing something about it. Thus I have been diligent following both the South Beach Diet,
and starting an exercise plan I can follow and live with. The book is almost like a textbook, but
with language anyone can follow. There are a wide variety of tests we need to have run to know
where we stand with heart disease, diabetes, etc. And Dr. Agatston spells it all out for the lay
person to understand and accomplish. This is a book that everyone who cares about living to a
ripe old age should read. And you should wait till you're 50 to read it. Buy it now!! Truly, this 4-
Step Plan may save your life.”

Kenneth Osherow, “Excellent Book. If you read the South Beach Diet you will absolutely love this
book. While it touches on some of the principles of the diet, it has much more to offer. The
writing style is easy to follow and very informative and the book is loaded with practical
information. If you are concerned about your heart health, this book is a must read. The book has
motivated me to speak to my doctor and medication and other treatments, to exercies more and



eat better and healthier foods. The author is very inspiring to read as he was in the Sough Beach
Diet as well. Dr. Agatston seems very well informed, educated and highly experienced in heart
health matters. This bood has excellent medical advice and lifestyle recomendations to can be
easily attained by all. Read this book and you too may live a longer and more productive,
healthier and happier life.”

Anonymous, “THE BEST..... My husband and I are avid readers of books that are "heart
friendly". This book explains things that I have spent years trying to find out from doctors and
through my own research. It is written by a cardiologist who works hard to PREVENT or manage
heart-related problems. This is such a well-researched, well-written book! It isn't some "fad" diet
book or something that gives you "fad" products to try. It is absolutely fantastic and I encourage
everyone...problems or not..(you may have them and not know it or this book may prevent a long
hard road of heart disease or even death) to buy, read, and incoporate the information into their
daily lives...trips to the dr....tests that you don't know about that can tell you so much more than
the "old standard" tests...I can't say enough about how fantastic it is!”

bookyworm, “Five Stars. Very good for my partner post heart attack some great advice”

Warren Green, “Next Best Thing To Going Plant-Based. I can't give this work 5 stars, because, to
some degree, it takes away from the message of others ( like Caldwell Esselstyn, 
  
Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease: The Revolutionary, Scientifically Proven, Nutrition-Based
Cure

  
  
).Heart disease is unquestionably an insidious form of food poisoning. You need only to look
around the world to the places where it doesn't, or didn't, exist, to know that this is true. While
smoking definitely plays a part, as does obesity and a general lack of fitness, the primary cause
of heart disease in North America today, is the truly toxic North American diet.And while there's
no denying that animal-based foods fuel heart disease, as do all the "fragmented foods" being
consumed by North Americans today. There seems to be some strong evidence of healthy
primitive populations who ate a diet fairly heavy in meat, and yet remained vascular disease



free.This makes me wonder whether there's an unknown, or an under-appreciated, "initiating
factor", that plays a significant role in the modern world. Although I guess it's largely a moot point
for the vast majority of North Americans today who already suffer from some degree of this
"clogging condition".If you have just a moderate amount of heart disease, and especially if
you're unwilling to completely eliminate meat and dairy from your diet, Dr. Agatston is probably
the doctor you should listen to. I bought two copies of this book on enhanced audio CD. One for
my stepfather's brother who fairly recently suffered a heart attack, and the other for a neighbour,
who also fairly recently underwent quintuple bypass surgery. I had already exposed them to Dr.
Esselstyn, and the profound vascular healing benefits of a whole foods, plant-based diet.I find it
interesting that the co-authors of the "You" series of books, Mehmet Oz MD. and Michael F.
Roizen MD., both endorse the plant-based approach of Caldwell Esselstyn's 
  
Prevent And Reverse Heart Disease

  
  
    . In fact, Dr. Oz wrote the Forward for Dr. Joel Fuhrman's 
  
Eat To Live: The Revolutionary Formula for Fast and Sustained Weight Loss

  
  
But Dr. Oz also strongly supports Arthur Agatston's "South Beach Heart Program".One thing
all of these medical doctors agree upon is that the plaques being treated with angioplasty,
stents, and bypass surgery, are not the ones most likely to rupture. These older plaques can be
relatively stable, and in the course of time, a network of collateral vessels can develop around a
blockage. It's not uncommon for plaque blockages to completely occlude an artery. But no heart



attack occurs, because the downstream heart muscle is able to survive solely off the blood
supplied by these tiny collateral vessels.Somewhere between 70% and 90% of major heart
attacks are caused by the rupture of plaques that don't get treated in the traditional "plumbing
model" sense, because they provide no symptoms. They can't even be detected on a stress test!
The people mentioned above with severe heart disease, are in their early seventies and not
likely to change too much, or embrace a style of eating that's comprised entirely of whole plant
foods. I think Dr. Agatston's "South Beach Heart Program" is designed for this segment of our
population.”

G.S., “Endlich eine klare Aussage!. Das Buch habe ich ursprünglich in USA im Urlaub gekauft,
weil sowohl mein Mann als auch ich schon seit Jahren an erhöhte Cholesterin- und
Triglyzeridspiegel leiden. Ich bemühe mich sehr unsere Ernährung umzustellen, um mein
Mann's Herzinfarktrisiko soweit wie möglich zu senken. Dr. Agatston , ein niedergelassener
Kardiologe, erzählt über seine Praxiserfahrung und was seine Patienten in all den Jahren
wirklich geholfen hat. Das Buch ist wissenschaftlich basiert und dennoch verständlich
geschrieben und beantwortet Fragen, die man sich schon lange gestellt hat. Mir hat es sehr
geholfen, die Entscheidung, ob ich Medikamente brauche oder nicht, zu treffen. Meine Werte
normalisieren sich endlich! Ich habe gelernt, dass ich eher gefährdet war, statt mein Mann, der
seit Jahren medikamentös gut eingestellt war. Das Buch habe ich im Flugzeug liegen gelassen,
also habe ich es mir nochmal gekauft, um jederzeit nachschlagen zu können!”

A.H.E., “Das sollte JEDER wissen. Tolles Buch, das sich trotz des eigentlich trockenen Themas
spannend liest. Dr. Agatston ist ein Meister auf dem Metier, Laien Wissenschaftliches zu
vermitteln.”

The book by Arthur Agatston has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 163 people have provided feedback.
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